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Shirinzadeh et al. 1 have treated the production of spurious concentrations of hydroxyl during laser excited fluorescence measurement of this radical's atmospheric concentration. The interfering OH results from ozone photolysis, producing O( 1 D), which reacts with water vapor to produce OH, which is detected during the same laser pulse. These authors 1 show that the time-averaged OH concentration produced during a laser pulse of width At is given by Together, the above corrections to the gross and net photolytic signals lower [OH] spur from that predicted for single laser beam pass excitation by Shirinzadeh et al. 1 by a factor of more than 10 3 . Our third comment concerns HO production by one channel of the reaction of O( 1 D) with the hydrocarbon, ignored by Shirinzadeh et al. Such production has been observed for other small alkanes 7 and would be expected for isobutane. Since this production of detectable OH increases the signal in the background channel, it is a false negative OH signal. This negative contribution, as well as the effect of increased quenching of spurious OH(A 2 Σ) by isobutane and the in creased net interference due to overlap of beams within our White cell, will be treated elsewhere. 8 Using isobutane as the modulating hydrocarbon, we find experimentally that the net result of 0( X D) modulation, OH(A 2 Σ) quenching, and additional OH production is a negative interference for all atmospheric H 2 O concentrations.
As a consequence, the presence of spurious OH is readily detected by nighttime measurements using chemical modu lation. If ozone is present, such measurements produce a negative offset recognizable since nighttime OH concentra tions are quite low or zero. We routinely perform 24-h experiments and have in fact reported a nighttime offset of 2 × 10 5 HO cm -3 . 2 At the time this offset was attributed to possible fluorescence of impurities in the isobutane modulating reagent, an offset which is constant and subtractable. Although the ozone offset is small, it is not constant and should be minimized or accurately measured. This topic will be treated elsewhere. 8 
